The suitability of automatic tissue morcellation for the endoscopic removal of large specimens in pediatric surgery.
Now that endoscopic removal of tumors and other solid structures from the abdomen and chest is possible, it is important to know the suitability of this technique for the removal of solid pediatric malignancies where accurate histological assessment becomes important for prognosis and staging. The authors tested an automatic tissue morcellator on a variety of pediatric tissues to assess the interpretability of the material obtained. The morcellator consists of a rotary blade within a 1-cm sleeve. When suction is applied to the morcellator and the device is activated, the solid material is shaved or morcellated into bits of tissue that are aspirated and collected for analysis. To test the interpretability of morcellated tissue, the device was used on six Wilms' tumors, three hepatoblastomas, a lung resection, a splenectomy, and a bowel resection. The average size of the pieces of tissue was 1.33 x 0.58 x 0.43 cm. In every instance, the histology was as good as the evaluation of sections from the gross tumor. It was difficult to distinguish the edge of tissue procured by the morcellator from an edge cut by the pathologist's knife. (1) Morcellated pediatric tissues are available by experienced pediatric pathologists. (2) The adoption of this technique should not interfere with proper histological evaluation of solid pediatric tumors.